2003 gmc envoy fuel pressure regulator

One of the most common issues with any vehicle, including the GMC Envoy , is when it has fuel
pressure regulator issues. A bad fuel pressure regulator can cause all sorts of problems. Most
modern vehicles have the fuel pressure regulator mounted on the fuel rail. Some may be in the
fuel pump assembly, but this is rarely the case although it is happening more and more. If you
think that you may need a fuel pressure regulator for your GMC Envoy, they are relatively
affordable. Fuel pressure regulators in general are easy to get to, although the difficulty
reaching them will vary by model year and the engine equipped. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pressure regulator are similar to a bad fuel pump or bad fuel filter. Keeping consistent pressure
to the fuel injection system is vital to the efficient operation of any engine. It properly controls
the amount of fuel entering the fuel injectors, intake, and combustion chamber. Think of it like a
damn with a river of fuel behind it. It also saves wear and tear on the injectors themselves. Too
much fuel pressure can ruin injectors. A bad fuel pressure regulator can put your GMC Envoy
out of commission. Here are a few of the most common symptoms of a bad fuel pressure
regulator:. If you have most of the symptoms listed above, you may have a bad fuel pressure
regulator. The next step is going to be testing it to see if it holds pressure, and if so, the right
amount of pressure. Here are a few of the most common symptoms of a bad fuel pressure
regulator: A Typical Fuel Pressure Regulator Misfire â€” When the fuel pressure regulator fails,
it can allow too much or too little fuel into the engine. Either way, this wreaks havoc on the air
fuel mixture. Leaking Fuel â€” If any of the seals in the fuel pressure regulator fail, or if the
diaphragm fails, raw fuel will begin to leak. Decreased Fuel Economy â€” With the engine not
running at optimal efficiency and potentially dumping raw fuel fuel economy will definitely
suffer. Conclusion If you have most of the symptoms listed above, you may have a bad fuel
pressure regulator. If there is anything that you would like to add, please feel free to leave a
comment below. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and
complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions.
High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best
automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your
vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee
fit and function. For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not
available to Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Watch this
video to learn how to fix a fuel tank pressure sensor. This item may be interchangeable with
parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for
reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part
numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above
"Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm
fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Fuel Pressure Regulator. This part will only fit a
vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your
vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery
Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout.
Brand : FPU Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by
our limited lifetime warranty. Support the fuel tank with a jack stand Remove the 15mm bolt
from each fuel tank strap Pull off the fuel tank straps. Have an assistant help lower the tank
Lower the tank with the jack stand Disconnect the fuel tank pressure sensor wiring harness Pry
off the sensor with a flat blade screwdriver. Push the new fuel tank pressure sensor into place
Connect the sensor wiring harness Raise the tank with the jack stand. Reconnect the two fuel
hoses Tighten the two hose clamps with an 8mm socket and ratchet. Hang the new fuel tank
straps in their brackets Insert the 15mm bolt into each fuel tank strap. Watch video. Check
Vehicle Fit. Product Reviews. I was a little disappointed that is was foreign made when I
received it but, decided to install it anyway. I jacked up the bed and it was very easy to replace.
It cured my issue as I thought it would. I am pleased with the item so far, I hope it continues to
not be a problem. Nice product, very fast service. A1 Fuel pressure Sensor. I was very pleased ,
as usual, with the product, the shipping and the time frame to receive the part. I received that
part , placed it on the car, closed everything up and the car started and the fuel registered just
like new. Thanks again again. It was perfect for my truck as well as being the best option in
price and of very good quality. GMC slt 5. Works great, perfect fit and function direct factory

replacement. Stop leak! At , miles i guess it was worn out! Being 15 years old didnt help either.
So I had a pretty frustrating job ahead of me. In order to fix the problem I had to replace the fuel
tank pressure sensor that is located on top of the gas tank so naturally I went to 1aauto to grab
the part. I also checked out the how to video to replace the sensor. As I pondered the necessary
tools and other things needed for the job I realized I was missing something very important.
Once it clicked in my mind what it was I went back to my cart at the website and added an XL
blue 1aauto t-shirt. What a difference this makes in tackling a job like this. I mean, I felt like I
was Don in the 1aauto how to videos. Smell of gas gone! This sits on top of gas tank. To get at
but replaced noe error code has gone so has smell of raw gas. So far so good. My car was
telling me gas cap not on tight. This part fixed problem. Douglas K. This part fixed my problem.
Had a check engine light on. I bought a fuel tank pressure sensor. Installed it and light went off.
A1 parts always worked good for me. Previous ac delco sensors failed at So For me I dont trust
ac delco. Already installed odometer gauges, smog sensors all ac delco. No part from a1 has
failed yet. Great products only place I buy my parts. Solid company all around! Parts always fit
what i bought them for and there are professional videos to assist with the job. What more
could anyone ask for? Oh yeah, the parts are comparable in price if not cheaper than other
places. They are role models in the auto industry. What do this part do? Damyelle M. This
senses tank pressure for emissions purposes. It tells the solenoids when to open and close for
vapor ventilation. Works with a few other components also. Brian F. Yes as the 1A Tech Guy
stated works off pressure in fuel tank for correct emissions function. Can cause ck engine light
to turn on. Ronald T. There is no power going to the fuel pump. I have a GMC envoy? Pamela C.
Is a fuel tank pressure sensor if it is bad would the car not start I put in a new fuel pump? John
R. If the fuel tank pressure sensor is faulty, it could cause issues attempting to start the vehicle.
Alex P. Mart H. There could be multiple reasons why you're having this particular problem. We
suggest taking your vehicle to a nearby reputable shop to identify the cause. Once you know
the cause, we'll be happy to see if we carry the parts and how-to videos needed for your repair.
Emma F. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct
fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Fuel
Pressure Regulator. Chevrolet Express Van V8 6. Chevrolet Silverado Classic V8 5. Chevrolet
Silverado Classic V8 4. Chevrolet Silverado Classic V8 6. Chevrolet Silverado Classic V6 4.
Chevrolet Silverado HD V8 6. Chevrolet Silverado V8 6. For more information go to We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to th
alpine era g320 wiring diagram
1988 oldsmobile regency
2013 toyota corrola
e latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel
Pressure Regulator part. Inlet Size. Outlet Size. Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Product Fit.
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: AC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1
- 15 of 16 results. Helpful Automotive Resources. A trouble code is a combination of letters and
numbers that indicate the potential location and nature of a problem within your. This system
also alerts the owner of the vehicle of a potential issue, by turning on the corresponding
dashboard warning light. At the same time, the system logs one or more trouble codesâ€”a.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

